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SHORT JUSTIFICATION

The EU's Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) is being reformed. Since the scope of the CFP is 
global - the EU imports over 60% of the fish it consumes and its fleets fish around the world -
it is essential that its objectives and measures be consistent inside and outside the EU itself, 
especially in its relations with developing countries. The best way to minimise the external 
impact of the CFP is to ensure that the EU fisheries management policy applies principles of 
long-term environmental sustainability so as to reduce our dependence on fish resources 
outside the Union.

The external dimension is usually considered to be limited to the EU bilateral fisheries 
agreements with third countries (currently called Fisheries Partnership Agreements, that the 
Commission wishes to rename Sustainable Fisheries Agreements) and regional fisheries 
management organizations (RFMOs). But EU fishing interests include private agreements 
between EU ship-owners and third countries, joint ventures and other forms of investment. To 
the extent possible under EU law, such activities and relationships should also fulfil the 
objectives of the CFP.

For the first time, the Commission is proposing to include in the basic regulation of the CFP 
provisions concerning its external dimension, though the proposal only includes articles on 
bilateral agreements and on regional fisheries management organizations (RFMOs). 

The main principles proposed are:
 the EU should promote fisheries management so as to maintain fish stocks above 

levels capable of producing maximum sustainable yield, or MSY (Art. 39.2);
 bilateral agreements should only be negotiated for access to fish stocks for which there 

is a surplus available, above the ability of the coastal State to exploit (Art. 41.2);
 financial compensation for access to fish stocks should be de-coupled from money 

used to promote sectoral development in the third country (Art. 42).

These proposals should be fully supported by the Development Committee.

Rather more controversially, the Commission wants to oblige the Member States to establish 
a system of transferable fishing concessions (TFCs), whereby individuals or companies would 
be assigned long-term rights to fish which they could then trade among themselves, a process 
which all too frequently leads to concentration of fishing rights and can even lead to 
speculation in fishing opportunities. The Commission proposes to exclude fishing 
opportunities obtained under bilateral agreements, but leaves open to such a market-based 
system fishing opportunities in waters of countries where the EU does not have a bilateral 
fisheries agreement and in international waters. It is imperative that such a system not be 
applied outside EU waters. An amendment is included to that effect.

Other provisions regarding the external dimension of the CFP, the part that is particularly 
relevant to developing countries, need to be added to the basic regulation and a number of 
amendments are included to that effect. 
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Many aspects of the external fisheries policy are rather opaque, with insufficient information 
in the public domain over catches, the extent of EU-flagged fishing activities, impact of the 
EU and other fleets, etc. Several amendments are proposed to improve transparency.

Fisheries agreements have been heavily criticised for many years, sometimes deservedly so. 
However, equitably negotiated and properly implemented EU bilateral agreements have the 
potential to make greater contributions to sustainable exploitation of marine resources than a 
cessation of these agreements, as EU involvement would continue under other guises, 
including private agreements which would be outside any kind of democratic oversight.

With respect to bilateral fisheries agreements themselves, a number of additional provisions 
are proposed, including a clause concerning the respect of human rights and international 
labour laws. 

Recent fisheries agreements have included an "exclusivity clause" whereby vessels are only 
allowed to operate in the waters of third countries with which the EU has an agreement if they 
are included in the terms of the agreement. Such a clause should be enshrined in the basic 
regulation, along with a provision to prevent vessels from frequent flag changes in order to 
avail themselves from several countries. Such flag hopping should not be allowed if the vessel 
wishes to fish under EU bilateral agreements.

The objective of the EU engaging in international fisheries management organisations to 
promote sustainable fisheries worldwide is laudable. Well-managed global fisheries would 
contribute to development objectives, such as food security for present and future generations. 
However, for the EU to be successful it is crucial that that work be coordinated with, and 
supported by, EU development policies. There is a great need for capacity building in the 
areas of monitoring, control and surveillance, stock assessments, and fisheries management in 
the developing part of the world. Unless the EU engages in that capacity building holistically, 
using all its policies in a coordinated manner, the EU risks being perceived as demanding the 
impossible of developing countries in fisheries management, thereby undermining any 
possibility to succeed in its vision.

AMENDMENTS

The Committee on Development calls on the Committee on Fisheries, as the committee 
responsible, to incorporate the following amendments in its report:

Amendment 1

Proposal for a regulation
Article 4 - point fa (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(fa) transparency and access to 
information in accordance with the 
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Aarhus Convention, including for the 
external dimension.

Or. en

Amendment 2

Proposal for a regulation
Article 27 - paragraph 2 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2a. Such a system shall not apply outside 
Union waters.

Or. en

Amendment 3

Proposal for a regulation
Article 28 - paragraph 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2. Each Member State shall allocate 
transferable fishing concessions on the 
basis of transparent criteria, for each stock 
or group of stocks for which fishing 
opportunities are allocated in accordance 
with Article 16, excluding fishing 
opportunities obtained under sustainable 
fisheries agreements.

2. Each Member State shall allocate fishing
opportunities on the basis of equitable and
transparent environmental and social
criteria, for each stock or group of stocks 
for which fishing opportunities are 
allocated in accordance with Article 16, 
excluding fishing opportunities obtained 
outside Union waters.

Or. en

Amendment 4

Proposal for a regulation
Part VII - Title -1 - Article 38 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Title -1
GENERAL OBJECTIVES

Article 38a
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The external dimension of the Common 
Fisheries Policy shall be coherent with 
the Union's environment, development 
and trade policies. It shall seek to achieve 
the same objectives and promote the same 
standards for fisheries management as 
applied in Union waters. 
The European Union shall actively 
coordinate its development cooperation 
policy with its external fisheries policy in 
order to effectively support developing 
countries to implement sustainable global 
fisheries governance.

Or. en

Amendment 5

Proposal for a regulation
Article 40 - paragraph 1a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Member States shall ensure compliance of 
their operators with the measures referred 
to in the previous paragraph. In cases of 
non-complaince, the Commission may 
take corrective measures.

Or. en

Amendment 6

Proposal for a regulation
Article 41 - paragraph 1

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

1. Sustainable Fisheries Agreements with 
third countries shall establish a legal, 
economic and environmental governance 
framework for fishing activities carried out 
by Union fishing vessels in third country 
waters.

1. Sustainable Fisheries Agreements with 
third countries shall establish a legal, 
economic and environmental governance 
framework for fishing activities carried out 
by Union fishing vessels in third country 
waters in accordance with relevant 
measures adopted by international 
organizations including RFMOs. Such 
frameworks may include:
a) development and support for the 
necessary scientific and research 
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institutions;
b) monitoring, control and surveillance 
capabilities; and
c) other capacity building items pertaining 
to the development of a sustainable 
fisheries policy of the third country.

Or. en

Amendment 7

Proposal for a regulation
Article 41 - paragraph 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2. Union fishing vessels shall only catch 
surplus of the allowable catch determined 
by the third country as referred to in 
Article 62(2) of the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea, and 
identified on the basis of the best available 
scientific advice and relevant information 
exchanged between the Union and the third 
country concerned about the total fishing 
effort on the affected stocks, in order to 
ensure that fishery resources remain above 
levels capable of producing maximum 
sustainable yield. 

2. Union fishing vessels shall only catch 
surplus of the allowable catch determined 
by the third country as referred to in 
Article 62(2) of the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea, and 
identified on the basis of the best available 
scientific advice and relevant information 
exchanged between the Union and the third 
country concerned about the total fishing 
effort on the affected stocks by all fleets, in 
order to ensure that fishery resources 
remain above levels capable of producing 
maximum sustainable yield. 

Or. en

Amendment 8

Proposal for a regulation
Article 41 - paragraph 2a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2a. Sustainable Fisheries Agreements 
shall provide that fishing authorisations 
for stocks in the third country shall only 
be granted to fishing vessels that have 
been flagged in the EU during the 24 
months preceding the request for a 
fishing authorisation. 
No Union fishing vessels shall operate in 
a third country with which the European
Union has negotiated a Sustainable 
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Fisheries Agreement outside the 
provisions of that Agreement.

Or. en

Amendment 9

Proposal for a regulation
Article 41 - paragraph 2b (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2b. Respect for democratic principles and 
human rights, as laid down in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
and other relevant international human 
rights instruments, and for the principle 
of the rule of law, shall constitute an 
essential element of Sustainable Fisheries 
Agreements. 

Or. en

Amendment 10

Proposal for a regulation
Article 41 - paragraph 2c (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

2c. Independent evaluations shall be 
conducted of the impact of each protocol 
prior to the beginning of negotiations for 
the succeeding protocol and shall include 
information of catches, and fishing 
activities. Such evaluations shall be in the 
public domain.

Or. en

Amendment 11

Proposal for a regulation
Article 42 - paragraph 1 - point a

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(a) support part of the cost of access to the (a) support part of the cost of access to the 
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fisheries resources in third country waters; fisheries resources in third country waters 
with the long-term objective of having the 
full cost paid by the beneficiaries of the 
access to the fishery;

Or. en

Amendment 12

Proposal for a regulation
Article 42 - paragraph 1 - point b

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(b) establish the governance framework, 
including the development and 
maintenance of the necessary scientific and 
research institutions, monitoring, control 
and surveillance capability and other 
capacity building items pertaining to the 
development of a sustainable fisheries 
policy driven by the third country. Such 
financial assistance shall be conditioned 
upon the achievement of specific results.

(b) establish the governance framework, 
including the development and 
maintenance of the necessary scientific and 
research institutions, monitoring, control 
and surveillance capability, transparency, 
participation and accountability 
mechanisms and other capacity building 
items pertaining to the development of a 
sustainable fisheries policy driven by the 
third country. Such financial assistance 
shall be conditioned upon the achievement 
of specific results.

Or. en

Amendment 13

Proposal for a regulation
Article 42 - paragraph 1a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

1a. Without prejudice to the monitoring 
powers attributed to the joint committees 
provided for in the sustainable fisheries 
agreements with third countries, such 
assistance shall be subject to an open and 
accountable review mechanism, including 
publically available financial audits and 
independent evaluations on the outcomes 
of financial assistance commissioned by 
the Commission. 

Or. en
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